We describe the redesign of the transition region (TR) that functions as a transport section for the H+ and H-beams between the LAMPF 201.25-MHz drift-tube (DT) and 805-MHz side-coupled (SC) linacs providing a 7.98 cm longer flight path for one beam so that both beams have the correct phase for capture in the SC linac. In the new TR both beams from the DT linac are independently matched to the acceptance of the SC linac. The relative phase adjustment between the two beams has been simplified and is now accomplished with just one control. A straight-through section has been added to facilitate beam studies under less complicated conditions.
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Summary
We describe the redesign of the transition region (TR) that functions as a transport section for the H+ and H-beams between the LAMPF 201.25-MHz drift-tube (DT) and 805-MHz side-coupled (SC) linacs providing a 7.98 cm longer flight path for one beam so that both beams have the correct phase for capture in the SC linac. In the new TR both beams from the DT linac are independently matched to the acceptance of the SC linac. The relative phase adjustment between the two beams has been simplified and is now accomplished with just one control. A straight-through section has been added to facilitate beam studies under less complicated conditions.
The aperture has been increased to reduce beam losses. Diagnostic equipment allows measurement of the transverse output emittance of the DT linac. We discuss both the criteria placed upon the beam in the TR and the predicted performance in matching a variety of beam shapes from the DT linac to a variety of SC accelerator acceptance shapes.
Operations using it over the past several years have uncovered several areas where improvements are needed. Although the eight quadrupoles provided are theoretically sufficient to match both H+ and H beams, both beams pass through four of the quadrupoles so the dual-beam matching problem is highly coupled. In many cases a change in the characteristics of one beam can require quadrupole settings that make it impossible to match the other beam. Furthermore, the magnet apertures, while sufficient to contain a single well-steered and matched beam, are not large enough to include the beam centroid and width variations necessary to properly steer and match both H+ and H beams. When the path length of the TR is adjusted both the phase and steering of the beam is affected. The beam must then be recentered in the SC linac. This process is slow and interrupts both beams so it is not undertaken as often as it should be.
Limitations of the Old TR
The original transition region1 (TR) is shown in Independent matching is achieved with separate sets of quadrupoles for each beam. The aperture has been increased from 3.0 to 4.9 cm. The relative phase adjustment has been simplified by using one power supply to provide current in series to all the windings in bending magnets BM01 through BI04 and to half the windings in bending magnets BIIJ5 through BMJ8.
A second power supply provides current in series to the other halves of the windings in the latter magnets.
The resulting fields from these two currents are opposing in magnets BM05 and BMJ8 and add in magnets BM06 and BMO7. This arrangement has two significant advantages. First, for small drifts in the two power supplies the angles and positions of the beams at the SC linac will be unaffected. Second, the relative phase and flight path of the beam traversing magnets BuD5 through BM08 can be adjusted with just one knob controlling the output current of the second power supply. The steering ranges have been extended by increasing the distance between each pair of steering magnets. Additional diagnostics allow us to measure both the emittance at the exit of the DT linac and the emittance at the entrance of the SC linac and have the increased resolution that is needed for our present high-brightness beam. The magnets have been standardized so that only one bending, quadrupole and steering magnet design will be required.
Beam Dynamics Studies
Beam dynamics studies were made of the new A detailed study of the new TR and its beam dynamics can be found in Reference 4. 
